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RECOGNIZING GENERALIZED SIERPIŃSKI GRAPHS
Wilfried Imrich and Iztok Peterin∗
Let H be an arbitrary graph with vertex set V (H) = [nH ] = {1, . . . , nH }.
n
, n ∈ N, is defined on the vertex set
The generalized Sierpiński graph SH
[nH ]n , two different vertices u = un . . . u1 and v = vn . . . v1 being adjacent
if there exists an h ∈ [n] such that (a) ut = vt , for t > h, (b) uh 6= vh and
uh vh ∈ E(H), and (c) ut = vh and vt = uh for t < h. If H is the complete
graph Kk , then we speak of the Sierpiński graph Skn . We present an algorithm
that recognizes Sierpiński graphs Skn in O(|V (Skn )|1+1/n ) = O(|E(Skn )|) time.
n
we present a polynomial time algorithm
For generalized Sierpiński graphs SH
for the case when H belong to a certain well defined class of graphs. We also
n
describe how to derive the base graph H from an arbitrarily given SH
.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sierpiński graphs Skn were introduced and studied for the first time by Klavžar
and Milutinović in [17]. The study was motivated in part by the fact that for k = 3
these graphs are isomorphic to the Tower of Hanoi graphs [9], and in part by topological studies. For details about the latter motivation see Lipscomb’s book [19].
Since the introductory paper in 1997 Sierpiński graphs have become quite popular,
compare the recent survey [13] with 121 references, or the recent monograph [12].
In particular, let us mention that the metric properties of Sierpiński graphs were
studied already in [17] and later in [10, 11, 14, 22], which will be of some relevance
here.
Sierpiński graphs Skn represent, roughly speaking, graphs with a fractal structure, where the base graph is represented by the complete graph Kk . The natural
∗
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idea is to replace Kk by an arbitrary graph H, called base graph. This idea was
first presented by Gravier et al. in [8]. In recent years several publications followed
this idea, and it seems that generalized Sierpiński graphs will become similarly
popular as Sierpiński graphs: total colorings of generalized Sierpiński graphs were
investigated in [7], the Randić index in [24], and the generalized Randić index
in [5]. The strong metric dimension was treated in [3], and in [4] the chromatic
number, the vertex cover number, the clique number and the domination number
of generalized Sierpiński graphs. A discussion on Roman domination can be found
in [23], and in [18] an investigation of generalized Sierpiński graphs with respect
to connectivity and other properties, such as Hamiltonicity. Finally, distances in
generalized Sierpiński graphs are discussed in [6].
Interestingly, generalized Sierpiński graphs have not been investigated from
the recognition point of view, that is, from the point of view whether there exists an
effective algorithm that decides whether a given graph is isomorphic to a Sierpiński
graph, or to a generalized Sierpiński graph. We partially fill this gap. In next
section we present a detailed definition of generalized Sierpiński graphs, together
with basic properties. In Section 3 we continue with an algorithm for the recognition
of Sierpiński graphs that is almost linear in the number of vertices, but linear in the
number of edges of Skn . Then we discuss the general case and present a polynomial
algorithm for the recognition of generalized Sierpiński graphs with a base graph H,
where each edge of H is contained in a triangle and where we can check whether
a given graph is isomorphic to H in polynomial time. In the last section this is
complemented with a polynomial algorithm for the general case that computes a
candidate for the base graph.

2. GENERALIZED SIERPIŃSKI GRAPHS
Let H be an arbitrary graph with vertex set V (H) = [nH ] = {1, . . . , nH }.
n
, n ∈ N, is defined on the vertex set [nH ]n , two
The generalized Sierpiński graph SH
vertices u = un . . . u1 and v = vn . . . v1 being adjacent if there exists an h ∈ [n]
such that
• ut = vt , for t > h,
• uh 6= vh and uh vh ∈ E(H), and
• ut = vh and vt = uh for t < h.
n
1
We say that H is the base graph of SH
. Clearly H ∼
, which means that
= SH
every graph is a generalized Sierpiński graph. Therefore we are interested only in
n
the case when n > 1. If H ∼
.
= Kk , then we obtain the Sierpiński graph Skn ∼
= SK
k
2
See Figure 1 for the generalized Sierpiński graph SH , where H is a house graph,
and the Sierpiński graph S33 . The edge set can be written in compact form as
n
E(SH
) = {sij h−1 sjih−1 : h ∈ [n], s ∈ [nH ]n−h , ij ∈ E(H)}.
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n
n
n
It is easy to see that |V (SH
)| = nnH , ∆(SH
) = ∆(H) + 1 and δ(SH
) = δ(H). In
n
n−1
n (i ) = δH (i) and δS n (i
particular, δSH
j)
=
δ
(j)
+
1,
where
ij
∈
E(H)
and δ(v)
H
H
n
represents the degree of the vertex v. If we set qn = |E(SH
)|, then qn = nH qn−1 +q1 ,
where q1 = |E(H)|. By a simple computation we obtain

n
|E(SH
)| = |E(H)|

(1)
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Figure 1: The house graph H, SH
and S33 .
n
is called an extreme vertex. Note
A vertex of the form in , i ∈ [nH ], of SH
n−1
n
be the
that SH contains nH extreme vertices. If n ≥ 2, then for i ∈ [nH ], let iSH
n
subgraph of SH induced by the vertices of the form ivn−1 . . . v1 . More generally, for
n−r
n
given s ∈ [nH ]r , we denote by sSH
the subgraph of SH
induced by the vertices of
n−1
n−1
the form svn−r . . . v1 . Note that iSH is isomorphic to SH
, and, more generally,
n−r
n−r
1
sSH is isomorphic to SH . We use the notation Hu for the subgraph sSH
,
n−1
n
s ∈ [nH ]
of SH (which is isomorphic to H) that contains the vertex u.
n
An edge of SH
between un un−1 . . . u2 i and un un−1 . . . u2 j, i 6= j, will be
called a base edge. Clearly, in such a case ij ∈ E(H). Such a base edge is contained
1 ∼
n
in a unique subgraph un un−1 . . . u2 SH
. The other edges will be called
= H of SH
non-base edges. For ij ∈ E(H) the edge between ij n−1 and jin−1 is the unique
n−1
n−1
edge between iSH
and jSH
. Also for j` ∈ E(H) there exists an edge between
sj`n−r−1 and s`j n−r−1 for some s ∈ [nH ]r . Recall that in the case of Sierpiński
graphs there is an edge between any two vertices of H, because H ∼
= Kk .
p
n−p
A vertex of the form si , s ∈ [nH ]
, i ∈ [nH ] and p ≥ 2, is called p-extreme.
p
n
The reason for this is that it is an extreme vertex in a subgraph sSH
of SH
. Since
p
p
p
it is an extreme vertex in sSH all edges in sSH incident with si are base edges.
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On the other hand, there may exist non-base edges incident with sip . Such a nonbase edge exists whenever the last label sn−p from s is adjacent to vertex i in H.
The other vertex of such a non-base edge is of the form sn . . . sn−p+1 ispn−p , where
s = sn . . . sn−p+1 sn−p . In Section 4 we will need a special kind of 2-extreme vertices.
n
n (u).
A 2-extreme vertex u of SH
is called a proper 2-extreme vertex if δH (u) = δSH
Proper 2-extreme vertices are 2-extreme vertices which are not incident with a
non-base edge.

3. RECOGNIZING SIERPIŃSKI GRAPHS Skn
In this section we present a recognition algorithm that checks whether a
given graph G is a Sierpiński graph Skn . The ideas represented here will be useful
for generalized Sierpiński graphs too. The idea of the algorithm is to start in
an extreme vertex v and proceed in BFS order. As usual in BFS algorithms it
partitions the vertices of G into distance levels `i (v) = {u ∈ V (G) : dG (v, u) = i}
and, if u ∈ `i (v), then we set `(u) = i. With respect to these levels we say that an
edge uw, `(u) = i, is a down, up or cross edge with respect to u if `(w) = i + 1,
`(w) = i − 1 or `(w) = i, respectively. The next lemma, from [17], shows how
distances to extreme vertices in Skn can be computed. Setting

ρi,j =

1
0

: i 6= j ,
: i=j,

the following holds for Sierpiński graphs.
Lemma 1. [17] Let un . . . u1 and in be vertices of Skn . Then
dSkn (un . . . u1 , in ) = ρun ,i ρun−1 ,i . . . ρu1 ,i ,
where the right-hand side is a binary number with digits ρuj ,i . Moreover, any
shortest path between un . . . u1 and in is unique.
A particular case of (1) for Sierpiński graphs is

(2)

|E(Skn )| =

k(k n − 1)
.
2

We will use the following simple lemma.
Lemma 2. Let v be an extreme vertex of Skn and the starting vertex of the BFS
algorithm. If dSkn (u, v) = 2t for some vertex u ∈ V (Skn ), then the down neighbors
of u induce Kk−1 .
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that v = 1n . Let dSkn (u, v) = 2t.
Lemma 1 implies that u1 = 1. Assume that u = s1q for some s ∈ [k]n−q . The
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subgraph sSkq is isomorphic to Skq and u is the closest to v among all vertices of
sSkq by Lemma 1. Moreover, u is an extreme vertex of Skq and its down neighbors
induce Kk−1 . This completes the proof.
A graph H is a minor of G if it can be obtain by deleting vertices and edges
and by contracting some edges of G. The following lemma mirrors the fractal
structure of Sierpiński graphs.
Lemma 3. If we contract all base edges in Skn , then we obtain Skn−1 .
Proof. All base edges of Skn are in complete subgraphs Kk and every edge from
any complete graph Kk is a base edge. Every complete subgraph Kk of Skn is of
the form sSk1 for some s ∈ [k]n−1 . By contraction of edges in sSk1 we obtain a new
vertex s. It is clear that the remaining graph is isomorphic to Skn−1 .
It is not surprising that Skn−1 is a minor of Skn , because it is its subgraph.
But the contractions mentioned in Lemma 3 are the cornerstone of our algorithm.
Lemma 3 means that for a given graph we have to repeat the same loop n − 1
times to end with a Kk if G is a Sierpiński graph. Also, it is easy to obtain k.
It is the number of vertices in N [v] where v is a vertex of minimum degree in G.
On the other hand, k is equal to the number of vertices of minimum degree, which
seems even more handy for our purpose. Now one can compute n = logk |V (G)|. It
only remains to check at each step whether the down neighbors of vertices of even
distance from extreme vertices induce Kk−1 because of Lemma 2.
Algorithm 1
Input: A bi-regular graph G with k vertices of minimum degree δ and k n − k
vertices of degree δ + 1, and a vertex v of minimum degree.
Output: YES if G ∼
= Skn and NO otherwise.
Begin
1. for i = 1 to n do
1.1. if there exists a vertex of even distance from v such that its down neighbors do not induce Kk−1 then NO and STOP;
1.2. contract all base edges;
2. if G = K1 then YES; else NO
End
Theorem 4. Algorithm 1 correctly recognizes Sierpiński graphs Skn within O(k ·
k n ) = O(|V (G)|1+1/n ) = O(|E(G)|) time.
Proof. The correctness of Algorithm 1 can be shown by induction on n. If n = 1,
then Sk1 ∼
= Kk by the choice of v. Clearly the down neighbors of v induce Kk−1
and the contraction of all edges results in a K1 . Now let n > 1 and suppose that
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Algorithm 1 correctly recognize Skn−1 . If it stops at i = 1, then G is not a Sierpiński
graph by Lemma 2. Otherwise, if the algorithm does not stop for i = 1, then all
down neighbors of every vertex of even distance from v induce Kk−1 . If G ∼
= Skn ,
n−1
then after contraction of all base edges only Sk
remains by Lemma 3, and then
the output is YES by the induction hypothesis. Similarly, if we did not get Skn−1
after contraction of all base edges, then Skn is not a Sierpiński graph by the same
lemma, and the output is NO by the induction hypothesis. Thus Algorithm 1
correctly recognize Sierpiński graphs.
It is clear that we can initiate the algorithm (check for the degrees and the
number of vertices) in the prescribed time complexity. In each loop we have to
consider every edge a constant number of times as we proceed in BFS order. Indeed,
to check whether the down neighbors induce a complete graph, one only needs to
cross edges among them. This is easy because
count if there are exactly (k−1)(k−2)
2
of the fact that every vertex in the Kk can have at most one neighbor outside of
the Kk . If not, then we end the algorithm. Moreover, in each loop the number of
edges decreases. Hence with respect to (2), we all together count
!
!
!
n
n
n
X
X
k(k i − 1)
kX i
i
O
|E(Sk )| = O
=O
(k − 1) = O(k n+1 )
2
2
i=1
i=1
i=1
p
operations. Because |V (G)| = k n , k = n |V (G)|, and by (2), we end with the
desired time complexity O(k|V (G)|) = O(|V (G)|1+1/n ) = O(|E(G)|).

4. RECOGNIZING GENERALIZED SIERPIŃSKI GRAPHS FOR A
SPECIAL CLASS OF BASE GRAPHS
As we will see, the most difficult part in recognizing generalized Sierpiński
graphs is the task to distinguish base edges from non-base edges. In particular,
this causes severe problems in the case of 2-extreme vertices, which are not proper
(when n > 2). We are not able to do this efficiently in general. We can solve this in
reasonable time for the following base graphs. A graph H is called an edge-triangle
graph, or ET graph for short, if each edge of H is contained in a triangle. Clearly
trees are not ET graphs. On the other hand, two-connected chordal graphs are ET
graphs. Let G be a graph. We can construct an ET graph H from G as follows.
Let V (H) = V (G) ∪ E(G) and E(H) = E(G) ∪ {(eu, ev) : e ∈ E(G), e = uv}. In
other words, for every edge e = uv of G add a new vertex e in H and two new edges
eu and ev in H. In particular, the sun is a graph obtained by this construction
when we start with a cycle G = Cn .
In Section 4 we will present an algorithm that obtains the base graph H of
a generalized Sierpiński graph. However, in the case of an ET graph being a base
graph, we can use a different, faster approach based on the following lemma. The
lemma itself holds for an arbitrary graph H, but can be used efficiently only for ET
graphs as explained later. The proof is straightforward, because two vertices of Hu
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that have a neighbor outside of Hu are at distance at most two, and is therefore
omitted.
n
Lemma 5. Let H be a graph, u ∈ V (SH
), n ≥ 2, and e = xy, x ∈ V (Hu ), is a
non-base edge. If we start the BFS algorithm in u, then y is incident with a unique
up edge and no cross edges.

Two levels of the BFS algorithm are enough to recognize if a vertex u from
n
SH
is a proper 2-extreme vertex. To describe this it is convenient to define the
concept of an `2 -ancestor. Let v be a vertex of distance at least 3 from u. Then
the ancestor of v in `2 (u) with respect to the BFS tree is called an `2 -ancestor of
v and denoted by a2 (v). For v ∈ `2 (u) we set a2 (v) = v. With this terminology we
can say that if we start the BFS algorithm in a proper 2-extreme vertex u, then
every `2 -ancestor of a vertex that is not in Hu , has exactly one up edge and no
cross edge. On the other hand every `2 -ancestor with respect to u from Hu has at
least two up edges or at least one cross edge as H is an ET graph.
n
to find Hu .
With Lemma 5 we can use a vertex u of maximum degree in SH
Indeed, any vertex of maximum degree is incident with a non-base edge. Moreover,
all vertices from Hu that are incident to a non-base edge are at distance at most
two to u. Hence only three levels of the BFS algorithm are enough to detect all
non-base edges surrounding Hu . In addition one also has to check that every vertex
from Hu has at most one neighbor outside of Hu . To obtain the whole Hu it is
enough to find a connected component that contains u once the mentioned non-base
edges are deleted.
From this we obtain n = log|V (H)| |V (G)| and, if n is not a natural number,
n−1
then G is not a generalized Sierpiński graph. However we need to find all nH
n
as well as the 2-extreme vertex of Hu . For this
copies of base graph H if G ∼
= SH
we can use the next lemma.
n
, which is ordered
Lemma 6. Let H be an ET graph, u be a 2-extreme vertex of SH
by a BFS algorithm with base u, and v ∈
/ V (Hu ) is a vertex adjacent to a vertex
x in Hu . If u and x are in a common clique Ct , t ≥ 3, of Hu , then there exists
a clique Ct0 such that all of its vertices, with the exception of at most two, have
cross neighbors which are not in Hv . Moreover, one exception is v and the other
exception is the 2-extreme vertex of Hv , and these two vertices are the same when
u = x and u is a not proper 2-extreme vertex.

Proof. First, let u = x. Then u is a 2-extreme vertex which is not proper, n > 2,
and u = x is incident with a non-base edge e = uv, where v is also a 2-extreme
vertex that is not proper. By Lemma 5 v has no cross edges and as H is an ET
graph every down neighbor of v has a cross neighbor which is not in Hv .
Suppose now that u 6= x. Clearly v is two distance levels higher than u. Let
w 6= v also be two levels above u in BFS order, where w is not in Hu , such that the
parents p(w) 6= p(v) are in clique Ct , t ≥ 3. Let φv be an isomorphism between Hu
and Hv such that φv (u) = v, and let φw be an isomorphism between Hu and Hw ,
where φw (u) = w. It is easy to see that C : p(v)vφv (p(w))φw (p(v))wp(w) is a six
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cycle. Notice that φv (p(w)) is in a clique Ct0 as φv is an isomorphism. Therefore,
φv (p(w)) has a cross neighbor φw (p(v)) in Hw , which is outside of Hv but is in
2
SH
that contains u. Since w was chosen such that its parent is in Ct , and since
p(w) 6= p(v), all vertices of Ct0 have cross neighbors not in Hv with the exception
of v and φv (p(v)). The latter is therefore a 2-extreme vertex of Hv and we can
distinguish φv (p(v)) from other vertices in Ct0 .
Notice that we can distinguish algorithmically in above proof if a vertex has
a cross neighbor outside of Hv . This is indeed so, since such cross neighbors have
different `2 -ancestors.
We also need the 2-extreme vertex of Hu . Lemma 6 comes handy also for
that. If all vertices of Hu that are incident with a non-base edge form an open
neighborhood of some vertex z, then z is the 2-extreme vertex of Hu . (Notice
that there may exist more than one such vertex, but then they have the same
neighborhood and may replace each other.) Otherwise one of the vertices of Hu
incident with a non-base edge must be an improper 2-extreme vertex z. In such
a case the closed neighborhood of z in Hu contains exactly the vertices of Hu
incident with non-base edges. We claim that if z 6= u, then there exists exactly
one `2 -ancestor x such that its children have no up neighbors with different `2 ancestors. Clearly x is such that z = p(x). To see that others have up neighbors
with different `2 -ancestors we involve the cycle C from the proof of Lemma 6
with slightly different notation. Here we have C : uu0 φu0 (w)φw0 (u)w0 w where w is
adjacent to both u and z (which exists for ET graphs), further uu0 and ww0 are
non-base edges and φt : Hu → Ht for t ∈ {u0 , w0 } is an isomorphism. Clearly φw0 (u)
has two up neighbors w0 and φu0 (w) where a2 (w0 ) = w0 6= φu0 (w) = a2 (φu0 (w)).
Next we present an algorithm that recognizes generalized Sierpiński graphs
n
SH
where H is an ET graph and n ≥ 2. Not to exceed the length of the algorithm,
we present some steps in dense writing style.
For Step 5 we also need the following lemma. It generalises Lemma 3. The
proof is very similar, but short.
n−1
n
, then we obtain SH
.
Lemma 7. If we contract all base edges in SH
1
n
for some s ∈ [k]n−1 . After
is of the form sSH
Proof. Every base graph H of SH
1
contraction of the edges in sSH we denote the new vertex by s. It is clear that the
n−1
n
remaining graph is isomorphic to SH
as sn . . . s2 s1 is adjacent to sn . . . s1 s2 in SH
n−1
whenever s1 s2 ∈ E(H). Therefore sn . . . s3 s2 is adjacent to sn . . . s3 s1 in SH .

Algorithm 2
Input: A connected graph G and a vertex u ∈ V (G) of maximum degree.
n
Output: YES if G ∼
for an ET graph H and n ≥ 2 and NO otherwise.
= SH
Begin
1. find Hu as described after Lemma 5 and put all vertices not in Hu but adjacent
to a vertex in Hu in set Su ; in addition add a set S that contains Su ; if a
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vertex from Hu is incident to more than one non-base edge, then NO and
STOP;
2. if n = log|V (H)| |V (G)| is not a natural number, then NO and STOP;
3. find the 2-extreme vertex of Hu as described after Lemma 6; if such a 2extreme vertex of Hu does not exists, then NO and STOP;
4. until there is a nonempty set in S do
4.1. for every vertex v from Su find the 2-extreme vertex of Hv with respect
to Lemma 6 and delete v from Su . Let x be the 2-extreme vertex of Hv ;
if there is no such vertex, then NO and STOP;
4.2. find Hx as described after Lemma 5 and put all vertices, which were not
considered yet and are not in Hx , but adjacent to a vertex in Hx , into
the subset Sx and store Sx in S;
4.3. check if Hu and Hx are isomorphic with additional constrain that u maps
into v and p(v) maps in x; if they are not isomorphic, then NO and
STOP;
5. contract all base edges of every Hx , where x is a 2-extreme vertex, in to a
vertex called x;
6. repeat steps 1, 2, 4 and 5 n − 2 times with one simplification: now the
vertices are already labeled and one can check for an isomorphism between
Hx and Hy faster;
7. if we end up with a graph isomorphic to an ET graph H, then YES; else
NO.
End
Before we prove the correctness of Algorithm 2, let us mention that according
to Step 4.3. (isomorphism checking) we cannot expect polynomial time complexity
for all ET graphs, despite the fact that the number of vertices nH in H is much
smaller than the number of vertices nG = nnH of G. Nevertheless, there are several
graph classes for which a polynomial time algorithm is known for the solution of
the isomorphism problem. Examples for such graphs are trees [16], planar graphs
[15], interval graphs [2], circulant graphs [21], graphs with bounded treewidth [1],
graphs of bounded degree [20] and others. We say that graph H is in class, IP if
there exists a polynomial algorithm for the isomorphism problem for H.
n
Theorem 8. Algorithm 2 correctly recognize generalized Sierpiński graphs SH
,
where H is an ET graph and n ≥ 2. If H is in IP, then it runs in polynomial
time.
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Proof. Let G be an arbitrary connected graph. We will proof the correctness of
Algorithm 2 by induction on n. The proof of the validity of the induction base (for
n = 2) and inductive step are very similar. Therefore we explain the inductive step
in detail and give some additional remarks for the base. Clearly Step 1 yields the
base graph H if it exists by Lemma 5. Notice that H at this stage may not be an
ET graph.
Step 2 is clear once Hu is known. For Step 3 it is easy to see that if there
exists a vertex w whose open neighborhood contains only vertices of Hu incident
with non-base edges, then w is a proper 2-extreme vertex of Hu . Otherwise one
vertex from NHu (w) would be the 2-extreme vertex of Hu , in contradiction with w
not being incident with a non-base edge. (This occur always when n = 2 and all
2
2-extreme vertices of SH
are extreme vertices.) So we may assume that there exists
no vertex whose open neighborhood satisfies the above condition. (Only possible
in the inductive step when n > 2.) Therefore the 2-extreme vertex w of Hu is
not proper and its closed neighborhood contains only vertices of Hu incident with
non-base edges. If w = u, then for adjacent vertices x, y ∈ NG (w) there exists a
six-cycle with three non-base edges and three base edges. Clearly such an edge xy
exists as we are interested only in ET base graphs H. Then one non-base edge of
the six-cycle is incident with x, the other with y, and the third is a cross edge with
respect to w in level 3 of the BFS order. Thus, if we start a BFS algorithm in say
x, then this six-cycle yields an `2 -ancestor with a child that has an up edge with a
different `2 -ancestor. The only vertex in NG (x) where this does not occur, is the
2-extreme vertex which is not proper. Hence H passes Step 3.
In Step 4 we basically traverse the graph from one subgraph Hu to another subgraph Hx adjacent by a non-base edge in a kind of BFS order (Steps
4.1 and 4.2). They must be isomorphic and this is checked in Step 4.3. (For
this step we recommend the program NAUTY, which is available at web page
https://www3.cs.stonybrook.edu/ algorith/implement/nauty/implement.shtml.) In
particular, if H is not an ET graph, then the algorithm will stop at some point in
Step 4.1 when we have an edge that is not in triangle, unless this edge is a cross
edge in our BFS order where its endvertices have no down neighbors. Also, the
algorithm stops if two adjacent subgraphs Hx and Hy are not isomorphic.
After Step 5 we obtain a graph G0 on nn−1
vertices and if G was isomorphic
h
n−1
n
by Lemma 7. If n = 2, then we need to check
to SH then G0 is isomorphic to SH
2
if G0 ∼
which ends
= H. This is done in Step 7. If they are isomorphic, then G ∼
= SH
the base of the induction. Otherwise, when n > 2, Algorithm 2 correctly recognizes
n−1
whether G0 is isomorphic to SH
for an ET base graph H and n ≥ 2 by induction
hypothesis. Hence Algorithm 2 correctly recognize generalized Sierpiński graphs
n
SH
for ET base graphs H and n ≥ 2.
Now to the time complexity. Clearly each step of Algorithm 2 runs in polynomial time for all steps but Step 4.3. We explain this for Step 2, the other cases
are similar. In this step we observe two cases. If Hu contains a proper 2-extreme
vertex, then we can find it in O(∆2 (G)) time. Otherwise, we can check the up
edges of the vertices of level `3 and find the 2-extreme vertex in time faster than
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O(|E(G)|). Hence Algorithm 2 runs in polynomial time if the base graph H is in
IP.

5. FINDING A BASE GRAPH OF Skn
In contrast to Sierpiński graphs one can immediately see some obstacles which
make it hard to recognize generalized Sierpiński graphs for a general base graph
H. First, we do not have a bi-regular graph in general and therefore we cannot
n
get the base graph H of SH
just by observing degrees. In the sequel we will solve
n
this by some distance properties of SH
for any graph H (see Lemmas 10 and 11).
The second issue is that, if we obtain a base graph H, then we need to check
whether all base graphs are isomorphic. As already mentioned it is well known
that until now there exists no polynomial time algorithm for the solution of the
graph isomorphism problem. The third problem is that a base graph can have
several vertices of minimum degree, which means that we do not know where to
start, that is, we do not know which vertex is a potential extreme vertex. (We
cannot start in a vertex of maximum degree as in Algorithm 2.) This can be solved
for a general base graph H, but it takes more time than in case of Sierpiński graphs
(see Lemma 9).
The most problematic difference is that we cannot distinguish between base
and non-base edges, which was automatic in Sierpiński graphs (as a consequence
of Lemma 1).
In the sequel the only similarity between Sierpiński graphs Skn and generalized
n
Sierpiński graphs SH
that we use is their fractal structure, see Lemma 7.
First we settle the problem of an extreme vertex. For this we turn to proper
2-extreme vertices, which we will find among vertices of minimum degree. Many of
them may not be proper 2-extreme vertices, but an additional condition narrows
the choice among them. A vertex x is controlled by a vertex y if N (x) ⊂ N (y), and
x is a twin of y if N (x) = N (y).
n
the
Lemma
P 9. Let u be a vertex of minimum degree in SH , where n ≥ 2. Then
n
sum v∈N (u) δ(v) is maximum among all vertices of minimum degree of SH
if and
only if one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(i) u is a proper 2-extreme vertex,
(ii) u is a twin of a proper 2-extreme vertex,
(iii) u is controlled by a 2-extreme vertex.
n
Proof. Let u be a vertex of minimum degree in SH
, n ≥ 2. If u = un . . . u1 is
not a proper 2-extreme vertex, not a twin of a proper 2-extreme vertex and not
controlled by any 2-extreme vertex, then at least one of the neighbors of u, say
n
x, has the same degree in H and in SH
. On the other hand, an extreme vertex
n
n
n
u1 is a vertex of minimum degree in SH
and the degree of its neighbors in SH
is
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P
P
larger by 1 compared to the degree in H. Hence v∈N (u) δ(v) < v∈N (un ) δ(v)
1
P
n
and v∈N (u) δ(v) is not maximum among all vertices of minimum degree of SH
.
P
Conversely, suppose that the sum v∈N (u) δ(v) is not maximum for a vertex
n
u of minimum degree in SH
. This implies that there exists at least one neighbor,
n
say y, of u of the same degree in both H and SH
. In other words, u is not a proper
2-extreme vertex and u is not a twin of a 2-extreme vertex and u is not controlled
n
by a 2-extreme vertex, as the degree of all neighbors of such vertices in SH
is lager
by 1 compared to the degree in H.
n
The next lemma is crucial to obtain a base graph from SH
, where n > 1.
0
n
We will denote by u the vertex from H which corresponds to a vertex u ∈ V (SH
).
0
0
By eH (u ) we denote the eccentricity of a vertex u in a graph H. Recall that
eccentricity of a vertex u0 is eH (u0 ) = max{dH (u0 , v 0 ) : v 0 ∈ V (H)}.
n
Lemma 10. We can obtain a base graph H from SH
, n ≥ 2, and a proper 20
extreme vertex u by checking eH (u ) BFS levels starting from u.
n
and let us assume without loss of
Proof. Let u be a proper 2-extreme vertex of SH
n−2
generality that u = s11, s ∈ [nH ]
. Let v1 , . . . , vk , k = δH (1), be the neighbors
of 1 in H. Clearly all edges between s1vi and svi 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, separate Hu from the
n
1
rest of SH
. Moreover, svi SH
is isomorphic to H and there exists an isomorphism
1
φi : Hu → svi SH that maps u into svi 1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Notice that Hu is
1
, because vertex
contained in the distance levels up to level `e(u0 ) (u), but not svi SH
svi 1 is in `2 and φi (u) = svi 1.
To distinguish which vertices belong to H ∼
= Hu and which do not, we add
an additional information to the BFS algorithm. To each vertex after level `2 we
keep a pointer to his `2 -ancestor. All vertices with such an ancestor of the form
svi 1 are not in Hu , but all the others are.
If an arbitrary graph G is given, then the vertices of G are not labeled as the
n
and we cannot determine whether the corresponding `2 -ancestor is
vertices of SH
of the form svi 1 or not, as in the proof of Lemma 10. The next lemma settles this
problem. If the distance level `i , i > 2, contains a vertex v with an `2 -ancestor
x = a2 (v), then we say that x is an active `2 -ancestor (in level `i ), otherwise x is
a non-active `2 -ancestor (in level `i ).
n
Lemma 11. Let u be a proper 2-extreme vertex of SH
. If we start our algorithm
in u with the additional information about a2 (v), then we have exactly k = δH (u)
different active `2 -ancestors in `eH (u0 )+1 (u) of degree δH (u) + 1.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that u = s11 and that v1 , . . . vk ,
k = δH (1), are the neighbors of 1 in H. By Lemma 10 all vertices of Hu have been
observed by our algorithm before level `eH (u0 )+1 (u). Hence, `eH (u0 )+1 (u) contains
no vertices of Hu . Since edges between s1vi and svi 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, separate Hu
n
from the rest of SH
, there will be no `2 -ancestors from Hu which are active in
`eH (u0 )+1 (u). Therefore all active `2 -ancestors in `eH (u0 )+1 (u) are of the form svi 1
and we have at most k active `2 -ancestors.
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To see that there are exactly k active `2 -ancestors in `eH (u0 )+1 (u) let eH (u) =
1
where
dH (u, x) for x ∈ V (H) and let φi be an isomorphism between Hu and svi SH
φi (u) = svi 1. We claim that φi (x) ∈ `e(u0 )+2 (u) and that the `2 -ancestor of φi (x) is
svi 1 for every i ∈ [k]. Clearly there exists a BFS order in which this is fulfilled. If
this is not true in every BFS order, then there exist i and j such that 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k
and that φj (x) has an `2 -ancestor svi 1. In other words, there exists a path from
svi 1 to φj (x) of distance dH (v, x). This is not possible as φi (u) = svi 1 and every
1
1
to svj SH
contains a non-base edge. Hence, we have exactly k
path from svi SH
different active `2 -ancestors in `e(u0 )+2 (u), and therefore also in `e(u0 )+1 (u). The
degree is clear as there exists an isomorphism φy between Hu and Hy such that
φy (u) = y for every active `2 -ancestor y in `e(u0 )+1 (u).
By Lemmas 10 and 11 we can find a base graph, provided that a proper 2extremal vertex is known. To find a proper 2-extremal vertex we can use Lemma
9.
Algorithm 3
Input: A connected graph G.
Output: There are two possible outputs:
(a) NO if G is recognized as a graph that is not a generalized Sierpiński graph.
(b) A graph H that is a candidate for a base graph of a generalized Sierpiński
graph
(together with `2 -ancestors of a proper 2-extreme vertex).
Begin
1. for every vertex u of minimum degree with maximum
u;

P

v∈N (u)

δ(v), do S ←

2. until S 6= ∅ or u is a proper 2-extreme vertex do
2.1. S ← S − {u};
2.2. until there are more than δ(u) active `2 -ancestors or more than
vertices have been observed, do a BFS-algorithm from u;

p
|V (G)|

2.3. if u has exactly δH (u) active `2 -ancestors in some level `k , then u is a
proper 2-extreme vertex and go to 4;
3. G is not a generalized Sierpiński graph, output NO and STOP;
4. if a vertex from NG (u) has two or more active down neighbors or a vertex
with a non-active `2 -ancestor in `k has a neighbor with active `2 -ancestor in
`k (u), then G is not a generalized Sierpiński graph, output NO and STOP.
5. H is induced by u, N (u) and vertices with non-active `2 -ancestors of u, output H and STOP.
End
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As suggested by Step 3 of the above algorithm, we can detect many graphs
which are not generalized Sierpiński graphs. However, if a graph locally behaves
like a generalized Sierpiński graph, we can obtain a candidate for H with this
algorithm, but the graph can still be far from a generalized Sierpiński graph.
n
Theorem 12. If G ∼
, then Algorithm 3 correctly recognize the base graph H
= SH
and works in time complexity O((|V (H)| − δ(H))n · |E(G)|) which is better than
O(|V (G)| · |E(G)|).
n
. Correctness of the Algorithm 3 follows from Lemmas
Proof. Let G ∼
= SH
P 9 and 11.
For this observe that if a vertex u of minimum degree with maximum v∈N (u) δ(v)
is controlled by some 2-extreme vertex, then it contains more than δH (u) active
`2 -ancestors in `k . The same holds if u is a twin of some improper 2-extreme vertex
of Hu . Hence, if there are exactly δH (u) active `2 -ancestors at some step of the
algorithm, then u is either a proper 2-extreme vertex or a twin of a such vertex.
In addition, every edge between Hu and G − V (Hu ) is an up edge for an active
`2 -ancestor and Step 4 of Algorithm 3 exclude all graphs for which this is not the
case. Lemma 11 then completes the correctness proof of Algorithm 3.
It is clear that we can initiate the algorithm (check for the degrees) within
the prescribed time complexity. For Step 1 notice that even if H is a regular graph,
then we have in each copy of Hu in G at most |V (H)| − δ(H) vertices of minimum
degree. Altogether there are at most (|V (H)| − δ(H))n vertices of minimum degree
in G. For each such vertex we use δ(G) operations, which is within the prescribed
time limit. In the worst case for Step 2, the algorithm can go through the entire
G, which costs O(|E(G)|) time. On the other hand this can be done for at most
(|V (H)| − δ(H))n vertices of G and we arrive at O((|V (H)| − δ(H))n · |E(G)|)
time. In Step 4 we are already locally limited to vertices of H as we scan only
vertices with non-active `2 -ancestor in `k , and for each such vertex we consider
all neighbors, which adds O(δ(v)) operations. We need at most O(|V (H)| · ∆(H))
time for Step 4. For Step 5 we need to check only for the `2 -ancestors of vertices
scanned by a BFS algorithm from u. If one forms the set of its descendants for
each `2 -ancestor, then this can clearly be done even faster than claimed. Hence the
time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O((|V (H)| − δ(H))n · |E(G)|).
By combining Algorithms 2 and 3, we can recognize any generalized Sierpinski
2
graph SH
. Its time complexity is polynomial only if the base graph belongs to IP.
However, the same approach is not possible for n > 2. The reason for this is that
every 2-extreme vertex of Sk2 is also an extreme vertex and is not incident to a
non-base edge, while for n > 2 this does not hold anymore and we are not able to
separate between base and non-base edges incident with a 2-extreme vertices.
Another way to recognize an arbitrary generalized Sierpiński graph is also
connected with isomorphism checking. We can use Algorithm 3 to obtain a candidate for a base graph H from an arbitrary graph G. Then we can compute
n
n = log|V (H)| |V (G)| (as in Algorithm 2) and construct SH
. At the end we need to
n
check if G is isomorphic to SH . However, here the isomorphism check is done on
G and not on smaller H.
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